The
Green
Gnome

by Greg McKellar

Black Heart asked our friend, pro GK artist, Greg McKellar, to knock out a painting article on our newest 1:1 scale resin wall-hanger
sculpted by Joe Simon. Whether you call this wall-hanger “the Emerald Elf”, “the Grape Goblin”, “the Mauve Maniac”, “the Teal Terror”,
or “the Purple Paranoiac,” this lavender loud-mouth can be whomever or whatever kind of character you want him to be.
Greg’s name for his wall-hanger is “The Green Gnome”, an arachnid antagonist, pumpkin propeller, and teen tormentor. Thanks,
Greg, for taking on this project and for making Black Heart and your gnome look so good. GeoS
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

How many times have you
asked yourself, “Gee, I wish I
had a green one to add to my
gnome collection”? I was in the
same quandary until Black
Heart Enterprises came to the
rescue and released their 1:1
scale Green Gnome resin wallhanger. Sculptor Joe Simon did
a marvelous job of creating a
beautiful piece with its own
original back-story. With his
piercing gaze and wide open
maw full of pearly whites,
taunting and shrieking in a
psychosis-fueled rant, this
mean green killing machine
will be a special addition to my
already extensive garden
gnome collection. Yeah, just
what my garden needs, another
gnome.

My original backstory for this Green Gnome is that he hangs out in a garden in New Orleans. His job is to
protect my Aunt Mae’s little garden pumpkin patch from spiders, teenagers and any combination of the
two.
To get started, I had to decide what the color scheme should be. Since the name of the character is the
Green Gnome, I figured I’d go with…I dunno…Green? And, since he is a New Orleans garden-dweller, I
wanted Mardi Gras colors. “So, I’ll do his tunic and hat in…lemme see...Purple!” Whew!! That was a reach.
The casting is very good and just what you’d expect from Black Heart. And since it is cast in only one piece,
this is a pure painting project with no assembly required. He only needed a quick bath to remove any mold
release and then a little sanding to smooth off some of the edges.
I decided to go with a
brighter shade of green for
my base color. This allows
for different, darker
shades and adds more
depth. So, I air-brushed a
thin coat of Badger Airbrush Co.’s white Stynylrez
airbrush primer (Pic 1 &
1A). I love this primer.
I also love both Badger airbrushes I used for this
project, their new Xtreme
Patriot and the SOTAR
20/20 (Pic 1B & 1C).
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I masked off the mouth and eyes with Silly Putty.
Sculptor Joe Simon added an incredible amount
of realistic detail to the skin texture and I
wanted to show it off.
I started with and a blue wash all over the skin
areas to highlight the wrinkles, folks and pores
(Pic 2).
Next was a light coat of Badger’s Minitaire
Yellow Ghost Tint (Pic 3).
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The challenge in painting such a large area of green and purple is to avoid making it look too uniform and
solid. It is more visually appealing and realistic if you break up the monotone look. So, I will be working
from light to dark on the Gnome and layering different hues of green, light to dark.
I frequently use craft paints that you can get at any decent craft store. On Greenie, I used several different
shades of green with names like “Irish Green”, “Lilly Pad”, “Festive Green”, and “Avocado”. I thinned them
for use in my airbrush.
I used a number of Badger paint, their Opaque Green, Bright Green, and Hard Green. These were used for
light misting certain areas to bring in some depth. I used Badger’s Ghost Tint Yellow and Yellow Orange on
several areas around the ears and eyes just to break up all that green a bit. As usual, I did a lot of
experimentation with all of these paints. I could probably have cut the number of paints down to just a few
but, what the heck, the discovery is the fun (Pic 4).
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I finshed the face with dark blue pastels and did a little shading in
some deep crevices and under the furled brow.
I brushed on a couple of coats of Createx Purple for full
coverage. Craft paints, “Plum” and “Light Lavender” were drFor
the tunic and cap, I dry-brushed brushed on a couple of coats of
craft paints (“Plum” and “Light Lavender”) for fuller coverage.
Then I air-brushed Badger’s (Casey Love label) Shadow Tint for
the deeper folds. (Pic 5).
I used GK Colors Garage Flesh and painted the entire inside of the
mouth, taking care not to cover the teeth. I used red and blue
pastels and worked in the folds in the back of the mouth. I used
red to pink up the gums a bit. I applied a thinned coat of Garage
Kit Colors Tongue to Greenie’s tongue and upper pallet. I did not
paint the teeth as the bust is cast in white resin but I did use grey,
brown and orange pastels to add some hint of color and definition
to the greatly pronounced choppers (Pic 6).
I mixed Badger’s Casey Love label Skull White and Yellow Oxide
for the sclera, added a small yellowish iris, and popped in a pupil.
To finish, I used yellow and orange pastels to shade around and to color the sclera leaving a lighter center.

That’s it. The Green Gnome is now ready to take his place on a wall near you. I’ll be hanging my
Gnome outside this Spring. My thanks go to Joe Simon and Black Heart for allowing me to share
this painting experience with you.
Spiders, teenagers and everything in between, BEWARE THE GREEN GNOME!
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